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CHAPTER IV 

RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter iv deals with the analysis Myth and Activism in Nawal El 

Saadawi’s memoar: A Daughter if Isis (1999). The aspects analysis in this chapter 

is Myth: the Goddess of Isis, the values derived from the myth of the Goddess 

Isis, analyisis of the poem entitled “Daughter of Egyptian Isis” and influence of 

the myth on memoir. 

A. Myths: The Goddess of Isis 

This is the legend of the Egyptian which in Myth. This is a legend 

about the stories of the gods and goddesses in Egyptian. One of the most 

famous goddesses of ancient Egypt, she is Isis. This important goddess, who 

is prominent in the myths and legends of Egyptian Mythology, was one of 

their most important gods. This ancient civilization built numerous temples to 

her integrity. Like many ancient civilizations, the gods of Egypt her role 

changed throughout the centuries and varies based on region. The below lists 

of facts, written for both kids and adults, provides information on this 

goddess some of which may only be relevant for certain times in ancient 

history or for particular regions of the ancient world. 

Isis is the feminine model for creation: she is the goddess of fertility 

and motherhood. Isis is regarded as the giver of life and food to the dead. Isis 

is as a goddess of motherhood. Isis was the greatest goddess of Egypt. Isis 

was the beneficial goddess and mother whose love encompassed every living 

creature. Isis was also the purest example of the loving wife and mother and it 

was in this capacity that the Egyptian people loved her the most. She has 

gone by many names and played many roles in history and mythology as the 

goddess and female creator. Isis was one of the oldest god or goddesses of 

ancient Egypt, but her origins are unclear. She is sometimes thought to have 

originated in the Sinai, but is also likely that she was first worshipped as a 

fetish in the Delta area of Lower Egypt around Busiris, the location of the 
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oldest known cult center to Osiris.  Isis was her Greek name, she was known 

to the ancient Egyptians as Aset, Ast, Iset, Uset, as Female Throne or Queen 

of the Throne. Her original headdress was an empty throne and as the 

personification of the throne, she was an important source of the Pharaoh’s 

power as descent was to some degree matrilineal.  

This myth begins with the story about the situational in Legend of 

Egyptian. In Heliopolis, there are a living god and goddess. They are husband 

and wife. They are named Geb and Nut. Job Geb is God of Earth and Nut, 

Goddess of the sky. They had four children name is Osiris, Seth, Isis and 

Nepthys. Osiris was the first-born and so became king of Egypt, and he 

married his sister Isis. Osiris was a good king and ordered the respect of all 

who lived on the earth and the gods who lived in the netherworld. And Seth 

married with Nepthys. Seth was always envious of Osiris, because he did not 

command the respect of those on earth or those in the netherworld. One day, 

Seth distorted himself into a brutal monster and confronted Osiris, killing 

him. Set then cut Osiris into pieces and dispersed them through the length and 

extensiveness of Egypt. 

With Osiris dead, Set became king of Egypt, with his sister Nepthys 

as his wife. Isis, who had great magical powers nature, obvious to find her 

husband and bring him back to life long enough so that they could have a 

child. Isis was a great magician and is famous for her use of her magical 

skills. Isis created the snake cobra and used its deadly bite to coerce Ra into 

revealing his secret name. And then, with the helped Nepthys as Sister and 

wife of Seth, Isis searches that his body, Osiris dumped by Seth throughout 

Egyptians the country, collecting the pieces of her husband’s body and 

reconvening them. Once she completed this task. With all the strength that 

owned she respire the breath with a ritual of life into his body and brings him 

back to life. They were together again, and Isis became with child soon after. 

Osiris was able to fall away into the underworld, where he became the lord of 

that domain. 
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The child born to Isis was named Horus, the god is hawk-god. When, 

he became an adult. Horus obvious to make a case before the court of law 

gods that he, not Set, was the fair king of Egypt. A long period of argument 

followed, and Set challenged Horus to a contest. The winner would become 

king. When Horus came of age, he battles with his uncle. Isis used her magic 

to assist Horus in battle, but when the opportunity presented itself she could 

not kill Seth. 

Seth, did not play fair. After more than a few competitions in which 

Set cheated and was the victor, Horus’ mother, Isis, decided to help her son 

and set a trick trap for Seth. She caught him, but Set requested for his life, 

and Isis let him go. When he found out that she had let his enemy live, Horus 

became annoyed with his mother, and angers against her, making him the 

disrespect of the other gods. They decided that there would be one more 

match, and Set would get to choose what it would be. 

The gods who designed the court of law decided to write a letter to 

Osiris and ask for his advice. Osiris answered with certainty: Horus is the son 

of the king and, Horus was able to lead so he should be given a throne. No 

one, said Osiris, should take the throne of Egypt through an act of murder, as 

Set had done. Seth had killed Osiris, but Horus did not kill anyone, and was 

the improved candidate. The sun and the stars, who were Osiris’ followers, 

descended into the underworld, leaving the world in darkness. Finally, the 

gods agreed that Horus should prerogative, his birthright as king of Egypt. 

 

B. Values derived from the Myths of Goddess Isis 

Isis is the Egyptian Goddess of rebirth. She was called the mother of 

life and the goddess of magic. She became the most powerful of the Gods and 

Goddess in Egypt and the ancient world. In her novel, Nawal El Saadawi 

positions herself as a descendant of Isis and her mother Nut Nawal El 

Saadawi chose to tittle her novel A Daughter of Isis symbolizing the power of 

the ancient Egyptian Goddess Isis, which she desires. Saadawi’s positioning 

of herself as Isis indicates her aspiration to be Isis’s daughter whose mother 
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Isis will be pleased to see her work for the well-being of the people as a 

whole and for women particularly. Nawal El Saadawi played the role of Isis 

in a school play when she was eleven. She affirmed the miracle of Isis when 

she touched the dead body of her beloved man Osiris, and suddenly he came 

back to life. 

1. Matriarchal System 

In the Egyptian goddess was very popular throughout Egypt and 

beyond and she became a goddess of almost limitless attributes. Isis was 

her Greek name, she was known to the ancient Egyptians as Aset, Ast, 

Iset, Uset, which is usually translated as Female Throne or Queen of the 

Throne. Her original headdress was an empty throne and as the 

personification of the throne, she was an important source of the Pharaoh’s 

power as descent was to some degree matrilineal. Isis gets able to have a 

single throne for Isis in live by Osiris. In a Heliopolitan of giant 

power,Isis. When Osiris died, Isis keeps the ruler’s throne in Heliopolitan. 

Ancient Egypt it was totally different: our Goddess Nut, she was 

the God of the Sky, of intelligence, and her husband Geb was the God of 

Earth and he was representing the physical, the body. With the end of the 

matriarchal system and the beginning of the patriarchal slave system, 

everything was reversed. A  Play called Isis, about the conquering of Nut 

and how the male God, her husband, was elevated from the God of Earth, 

to be the God of the Sky. In his vision the universe was governed by one 

Sky God. This was the newest of Ikhnaton. The Pharaoh was God and 

monarch. And ever since monarchs have imitated God and God was an 

imitation of monarchs. That is the essence of all political theology.  

2.  Women as Superordinate 

Isis was also faithfully associated with her sister Nephthys and the 

two often tolerate a strong similarity. Like Hathor, it is often problematic 

to tell Nepythys from her sister Isis. The two sisters frequently look as if 

together in obituary scenes and were frequently used to characterize Upper 

http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/nephthys.html
http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/hathor.html
http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/nomesupper.html
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and Lower Egypt with Isis representing Upper Egypt. It is sometimes 

recommended that Isis characterized light and Nephthys represented the 

dark, but this is perhaps going on about the differences between them. It 

would certainly be unfair to suggest that Nephthys was careful to be the 

evil or bad side of Isis. Somewhat the two goddesses were closely tied 

composed and act together to protect the dead and the living. 

Isis was often represented as a goddess wearing a crown 

representing a throne which was one of the hieroglyphs in her name. She 

was also often portrayed as a human queen wearing the vulture headdress 

with a royal conspirator on the top. In these two forms she infrequently 

carried a lotus sprout or the glyph of the sycamore tree. She was also 

commonly depicted as a queen or goddess wearing the dual top of Upper 

and Lower Egypt along with the quill of Ma'at. There are also frequent 

representations of Isis with her son, Horus, which bear a clear similarity to 

far along descriptions of the Virgin Mary with baby Jesus. 

3.  Woman as Authority of Magical Power 

It was said that Isis tricked and trapped Ra into powerful her secret 

name by make happen a snake to bite him, the antidote to whose spite only 

Isis controlled. Meaningful his secret name consequently gave her power 

over him. The use of secret names became crucial in many late Egyptian 

magic charms. By the late Egyptian ancient period, after the occupations 

by the Greeks and the Romans, Isis became the most important and most 

powerful goddess of the Egyptian pantheon because of her magical skills. 

Magic is central to the whole mythology of Isis, debatably more so than 

any other Egyptian goddess. 

When Isis has spoken his secret name while performance her 

magic, Ra was whole. But the goddess Isis then controlled his powers of 

life and death, and rapidly developed the most authoritative of the 

Egyptian gods and goddesses, using her countless powers to the advantage 

of the people. Isis is capable of using magic to make a ritual of life for 

Osiris. Isis was famous as the Mother of Life, but she was also known as 

http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/nomeslower.html
http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/nomesupper.html
http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/nomeslower.html
http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/maat.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ra
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serpent_%28symbolism%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magic_%28paranormal%29
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the Crone of Passing away. Her huge powers made her the titles of The 

Giver of Life and Goddess of Magic. Her best known story demonstrates 

why she is at the same time known as a construction goddess and a 

goddess of destruction. Isis capable strength, able to beat Seth during war 

with Horus 

Isis had an essential title role in Egyptian magic and ritual, 

especially those of protection and healing. In many spells her powers are 

merged with those of her son Horus. His power accompanies hers 

whenever she is invoked. “In Egyptian history the image of a wounded 

Horus became a standard feature of Isis's healing spells, which typically 

invoked the curative powers of Isis' milk” (Silverman). 

She to be found the figure in the temple and changed herself into a 

kite a small bird and flew over the figure singing a song of sadness. She 

then used her phenomenal magical talent to conceive Horus, son of Isis, 

whose purpose was to even the score his dad and revolution Set. Isis then 

begged Thoth for his help in bringing back to life Osiris. The two deities 

composed the Ritual of Life, the spell which decided everlasting life after 

death. However, Set exposed their strategies and stole the Osiris' body. He 

has torn apart, it into fourteen pieces and dispersed them through the 

length and extensiveness of Egypt. Still Isis refused to be beaten and 

compressed. She signs up the care of her sister Nephthys to find the pieces 

and the support of Anubis to prepare the body in the first mummification. 

Isis is making the opening of the mouth ritual of life was implemented, 

Osiris's inner self back to his body. 

The power of the goddess Isis in the public arena was also magical. 

Isis has proved through its status as a Goddess. Her role as a guide to the 

Underworld was often portrayed with flying arms stretched out in a 

protected situation. The image of the wings of Isis was incorporated into 

the Egyptian throne on which the Pharaohs would sit, the wings of Isis 

http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/set.html
http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/thoth.html
http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/osiris.html
http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/set.html
http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/osiris.html
http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/nepythys.html
http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/anubis.html
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protecting them. A goddess is to protect themselves and those around with 

her strength.  The power is considered as a form of protecting all people.  

One of her central symbols was the throne. In the temples on The 

Nile she is frequently portrayed with a throne balanced on her head since 

she was the high king-maker. Her son, Horus, was the patron and protector 

of the Pharaohs. The Pharaoh was careful to be the personification of 

Horus, while alive and of Osiris once he was deceased. 

Isis was also portrayed as a winged goddess or a kite one of her 

blessed animals. In this form her wings feast a heavenly scent crossways 

the land and transported additional air into the underworld. From the New 

Kingdom she also adopted the vulture headdress with cow's horns on 

either side of a sun disk between them. Infrequently she was depicted as a 

cow or a woman with a cow's head. In her form of the snake goddess 

Thermouthis she was portrayed as a cobra completed with the throne 

headdress. 

Isis was a stronger figure woman could pattern themselves on. In 

addition to being depicted as “the faithful companion and protectors of 

Osiris” and as the nurturing mother of Horus, Isis had other attributes: 

“she used magic in her struggle against Seth to fulfill her ambitions for her 

son Horus; and she used it against the great sun God, Re himself, in order 

to discover his secret name so that she would become his equal as a 

magician” (Saadawi N. E., The Hidden of Eve, 1982, p. 19). Isis as a 

model as a person who is not arrogant. Ra has given power to Isis and Isis 

capable of use to be better and mature. 

Daughter of Isis, a Goddess figure who Nawal El Saadawi admires 

and imaginatively inhabits, symbolizes a role model, embodying power or 

resistance duality in achieving an autonomous self. Indeed, the authors 

constructed self-image, freedom image, aptly reflects her numerous 

http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/newkingdom.html
http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/newkingdom.html
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struggles against social injustices and other forms of social constrains, 

including the power of language and discourses that legitimate oppressive 

practices in religion, culture and politics.  

“I did not know from where arose her strength, her pride. Did 

it come from an unknown woman I had never seen, a grandmother, or a 

female antecedent of hers born many years ago, a descendant of Isis or 

her mother Noot, goddess of the heavens five thousand years ago? For 

was it not Noot who, speaking to her daughter, had said before she died 

‘I say to you, my daughter who will inherit the throne after I am no 

longer here, be a merciful and just ruler of your people rather than a 

goddess who depends for her authority on sacred power” (ADOI, 1999, 

hal. 19). 

 

4. Model of Motherly Qualities 

The Egyptians gives appreciated to Isis and her family. Family life 

in Heliopolitan and Isis was the model of motherly qualities. Because, 

from the New Kingdom in Egyptian, Isis was considered to be the 

representative mother of life and was a symbol goddess of giving birth and 

motherhood. As Horus was portrayed of the existing Pharaoh, Isis will be 

designated as the mother of the Pharaoh. The image of Isis and the child 

Horus was general in Egyptian art and it is in general acknowledged that 

they had a massive effect on the iconography. Power independent of her 

child, Isis was not only a mother, but a confident and skilled queen crown 

head and a very powerful. 

 

Isis knew the secret name of Ra. Ra, which gave her an 

unbelievable quality and specific of power. The Pyramid as symbol Texts 

points toward that Isis prophesized the killing of Osiris although she was 

powerless to stop it and her power even drawn-out outside the serious. At 

her persistence Anubis and Thoth planned the first ritual of mummification 

to give Osiris life after death and she herself managed to magically think 

of her son Horus by hovering over the body of her dead husband. She was 

one of the four protector goddesses along with Bast, Nephthys, and 

Hathor, or Nephthys, Selket and Neith who protected the sarcophagus and 

http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/newkingdom.html
http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/horus.html
http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/osiris.html
http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/anubis.html
http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/thoth.html
http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/osiris.html
http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/horuschild.html
http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/bast.html
http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/nephthys.html
http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/hathor.html
http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/nephthys.html
http://ancientegyptonline.co.uk/neith.html
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the Canopic jars which contained the internal organs. It was thought that 

she helped the dead on their problematic trip into the life after death and 

she was from time to time named as one of the adjudicators of the dead. 

The prominence of Isis and the status accorded to women on her 

behalf, strikes a rich vein in the ancient Egyptian world view when he 

attributes the prestige of a wife not only to worship of Isis but also “to the 

special honor accorded to her predecessors in pre-dynastic times, when 

women were regarded as the mysterious source of life, possessors of 

psychic powers beyond male experience, and guardians of the myths and 

traditions of the race” (Saadawi N. E., The Hidden of Eve, 1982, p. 169). 

5. Women Representation of Reviving Qualities of Nature  

Isis was tears. Tear is a symbol of soft women. Nile is a symbol 

stronger place.  The myth of Isis and Osiris does not appear in any one 

ancient Egyptian source in its entirety; scholars have pieced it together 

from hieroglyphs and papyrus texts, also using Plutarch’s version, which, 

although considered unreliable in many regards, most likely made use of 

the same primary sources.  

Osiris was originally a God of vegetation, who dies away and is 

revived again, in this case by the inundation of the Nile that represents 

Isis’s tears. Osiris succeeded his father as king of Egypt and had a 

prosperous reign until his brother Seth murderer him. Some versions of the 

Myth say Osiris body was dismembered and the parts scattered over the 

land; others say his body was thrown into the Nile; later renderings 

indicate a tree grew around the corpse. In all versions Isis makes a lengthy 

search for the body, ultimately finding it and breathing life into it long 

enough to become impregnated with their son, Horus. After this episode, 

Osiris, in a sense dead against, reigns as King of the Dead. 

These natural senses, linked through El Saadawi’s imagery to the 

inundation of the Nile, call forth the mythological. The flood is thought to 

have been caused by Isis’s tears over the loss of Osiris. The power of the 
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goddess, the power of womanhood is the source of Bahiah’s new-found 

strength. The novel builds a tremendous portrait of a woman overcoming 

the oppression of her society by developing her inner strength, a strength 

that comes from awareness of one’s natural senses, to use a Nawal El 

Saadawi’s term, and the equally important understanding that these natural 

senses are good, not evil. It is modern society’s repression. Here, Nawal El 

Saadawi neatly exposes the corruption of a positive force due to 

misapprehension: Bahiah realizes what society and to some extent she 

herself imagines about the power of woman. Bahiah is strong-minded, 

though, to speechless outside inspirations and ends up loud this power in 

her body as a devoted part of her. Sometimes she would forget it and 

reflect it one of the myths that had filled her head as a child. At other times 

it would become a predictable bare truth like a live wire. The allusion to 

women’s sexual organ is clear. We are told at one point that Bahiah had 

avoided circumcision because the village midwife had died and her family 

had moved to Cairo. Retaining all of the sexual organs increases Bahiah’s 

strength. Escaping that patriarchal control gives Bahiah access to a 

powerful sexuality, connection to the natural forces that the goddesses 

represent. 

6. Representation Creative Qualities 

Isis, “the source of all action, work and creation” in the myth of 

Isis and Osiris, becomes both source and symbol for modern Egyptians 

(Saadawi N. E., The Hidden of Eve, 1982, p. 105). Isis, the state is able to 

archive all the results of the script, inscriptions, and several colleagues 

trace the form of the artifacts are now stored in the museum as a track 

record. 

Nawal El Saadawi asks her contemporaries to remember, “There 

have been stages in human history in which women belonged to no one but 

themselves, indeed, and women were once the Goddesses of knowledge, 

the makers of civilizations the creative mind in the evolution of scientific 
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knowledge, agriculture, philosophy and medicine. These are established 

historical facts found in the sources of Egyptian and other ancient 

civilizations (Saadawi N. E., The Hidden of Eve, 1982, p. 20). 

C. Analysis the Poem 

Daughter of Egyptian Isis 

My mother gave birth to me and left me a child 

Under the mercy of the state 

My father hated the king and the English 

While his friend and colleagues demonstrated 

Against the regime 

So I had a windowless prison 

And lived in a home with a man who was my jailor 

I had a dream that got snatched by a vulture, 

A  mind of my own and a star in the sky 

Which was mine, 

And a tree I embraced in the prison yard 

I learn to break rules and traditions, 

And to improvise a new script, 

For I am a woman from Egypt. 

 

  This is poem Line one “My mother gave birth to me and left me a 

child” by Nawal El Saadawi. This poem is made Nawal El Saadawi, with a 

loud voice and meaning. This poem tells about the journey Nawal El 

Saadawi Real. In this tittle of his poem Nawal El Saadawi has a meaning 

daughter of Egyptian Isis. In this sense, Nawal El Saadawi reveals that she 

is a descendant of the Goddess Isis. And then, the goddess has a great 

power in the country of Egypt. The myth of the goddess Isis is the goddess 
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of life. By Nawal El Saadawi, Goddess of Isis is blood flowing in the souls 

of women’s in Egypt. Because the Nawal El Saadawi mother is a female 

and Nawal El Saadawi also, this strengthens that Nawal El Saadawi is a 

part of the Goddess of Isis and the Egyptian women also descendent from 

the goddess of Isis. In ancient Egypt polytheism there is many gods, 

females and males.  

  In line two Nawal El Saadawi has the message contained in the 

poem that Nawal El Saadawi lives on “under the mercy of the state” 

country in Egypt.  Nawal lives in a country that is loved, that her struggle 

as the abode of the ancestors. Nawal El Saadawi lives in the county with 

many cultures and traditions. Nawal El Saadawi’s life has been an ongoing 

search for revolutions to problematic issues of personal and societal 

integrity. Her voice and wisdom are needed not only in her homeland of 

Egypt, but the rest of the world. 

Lines three “My father hated the king and the English” there are 

many meanings from a message by Nawal El Saadawi in the poem is 

Nawal lives with the Father. Nawal Father’s Minister of Education. But, 

Nawal Father’s opposed the king and the coterie of men through whom he 

ruled. He stood up against the British occupation of Egypt and colonial 

rule. He was loyal to his country, faithful to the woman who shared his 

bed, and believed that a man could not betray his wife and at the same 

time remain loyal in his dealings with the outside world. Nawal El 

Saadawi loves mother more than the father. But, Nawal Father removed 

mother’s name from next to mine, and wrote down his instead. Nawal 

Father’s dreams were different. He wanted to liberate his country from 

colonial rule, free himself from the bondage of his government job, 

become a poet, or a writer.  

Line four and five there is “While his friend and colleagues 

demonstrated”. Against the regime” there are meaning about the event of 
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demonstration. There are conditions and situations in the area, Alexandria 

demonstration. The demonstration was against the regime Anwar Sadat.  

There are dark corridors of the government under Gammal Abdul Nasser, 

then under Anwar Sadat. They refuse anything related to politics and 

political parties. But what provoked and scared them most was when the 

communist used to enter the dissecting hall, and come to our table. 

So I had a windowless prison.  

And lived in a home with a man who was my jailor. 

 I had a dream that got snatched by a vulture. 

In the next line a mind of my own and a star in the sky, which was 

mine, all’s for, of resistance, of a Nawal El Saadawi is disagreement with 

the Anwar Sadat Regime. Nawal El Saadawi writes fiction as a form of 

resistance against Anwar Sadat Regime. But, all forms of resistance Nawal 

El Saadawi in a position carrying windowless prison. Besides Nawal El 

Saadawi resistance to attack by writing, politics, and action down on the 

street is a form of conflict with any disabilities that are in the condition of 

the culture and traditions contained in Egyptian state. Nawal El Saadawi 

does not only struggle for women’s rights through writing, but also she 

practices, cultural and organizational activities, conduct much field 

research on Egyptian women, and participated in many conferences local, 

regional and international. All the things done by Nawal El Saadawi are a 

form of consciousness Nawal El Saadawi as an Egyptian woman who 

lived and live in Egypt with a high sense of nationalist. 

“ I had a dream that got snatched by a vulture, 

A  mind of my own and a star in the sky 

Which was mine, 

And a tree I embraced in the prison yard 

I learn to break rules and traditions,” 

In analysis Nawal El Saadawi, what is done by Nawal El Saadawi 

is a contradiction and conflict. Nawal El Saadawi is progress with a fight 
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and does a lot of demonstrations and protest. Nawal El Saadawi tried to 

fight, the struggle to the dimensions awareness that the traditions and 

public policy have made the women cannot be improvised, expression, 

communication and move freely as a whole human being them in shackles 

by systems and policies. After much argument Nawal El Saadawi in force 

and put it in prison. The consequence of the struggle Nawal El Saadawi is 

demonstrations, writing and against the policy, procedure and governance 

authority finally entered prison. 

And to improvise a new script, 

For I am a women from Egypt. 

Nawal El Saadawi thinks that is a direct descendant child and was 

born in Egypt. Egypt why has not made a safe, protect place for women, 

even women in less activity. Nawal El Saadawi feels that Egypt has 

wandered away far the actual Egyptian rule. Egyptian prosperous with 

Nile and many places of worship is not made in tolerance instead 

something that happen the emergence of the political interests of the 

individual. Nawal El Saadawi is part of the indigenous. 

D. Influence of the Myth on Memoir 

1. Rebelling Against Patriarchal System 

The first influence of the myth in the memoir is Rebelling against 

Patriarchal system. The Patriarchal system as the social system in which 

males hold primary power and dominate in roles of political leadership, 

moral expert witness, social privilege and control of possessions. In 

condition and situation domain of the family, father figures hold authority 

over women and children. This condition these memoirs, in this analysis 

the writer find: 

a. Against Education Tradition 

Education gives knowledge and development to everyone 

in the world without discrimination. With education, the people 

there are process of facilitating, or the acquisition of knowledge, 
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skills, values, beliefs, and habits. Education must not to be 

differentiated between men and women. Education must reach of 

all aspects of life. There are important regarding education, gives 

women appreciation is shown to women. Education of women is 

very important. Has a lot of stigma that says that women are weak, 

cannot think, just crying and troublesome. Actually women given 

place to learn and get a higher education. One of things the 

importance of a healthy because women have a uterus, uterus is the 

initial learning process to teach women to her child. Womb is a 

place where children feel the education, and the education must be 

processed properly in the way of learning, education and give 

freedom to obtain knowledge.  

Nawal’s, mother was of rebellious nature herself and 

encouraged her daughter’s spirit, while her father believed in the 

education of girls with some added persuasion by the young Nawal 

and her mother.  

“My mother spent her whole life caring for 

nine children and their father. Not one of her six 

daughters was deprived of an education, which went 

up to university level. She died a young woman at the 

age of forty-five, and spent two whole years in bed 

suffering terrible pain. But since the father alone 

gives his name to the children, bestows legitimacy 

and honor on them, her name was buried with her, is 

lost forever. For in this class patriarchal world of ours 

a mother’s name is of no consequence, a woman is 

without worth, on earth or in the heavens” (ADOI, 

1999: 03). 

 

Nawal EL Saadawi’s autobiography exposes her life in an 

intercultural background. Her mother and father came from 

oppositional classes. Her mother belongs to an upper class from a 

Turkish origin that identified as white and her father came from a 

rural village, Kafr Tahla, and peasant family. He made himself 

with the support of this mother Mabrouka is Sittil Hajja. Nawal El 

Saadawi‘s family represents the original extended and large family 
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in the typical large Arab Muslim family. She is the second born in 

her family which is constituted of six sister’s and three brothers. 

Nawal El Saadawi declares that she inherited her father’s skin 

color and his height. 

Nawal El Saadawi was raised up in a family consists of 

eleven members, mother, father, three brothers, and five sisters. 

Although her family is considered and her father continued to 

support her when he found out that she is sharp and serious. Nawal 

El Saadawi pursued her higher education as a medical doctor at the 

time where Arab and Egyptian women, in general, and rural 

women, in particular, were suffering under corrupted traditional 

values and oppressive treatment which is resulted from social, 

political, and economic pressure. 

After becoming an educated woman, Nawal El Saadawi 

does not only struggle for women’s rights through writing, but also 

she practices,cultural and organizational activities, conduct many 

field research on Egyptian women, and participated in many 

conferences locally, regionally, and internationally. However, her 

work on the three taboos in the Arab Muslim world which are sex, 

politics, and religion found many enemies and critics for her as a 

person and in her work. Her critics find in her work that she writes 

out of the Arabic culture and religious context. 

The background from the opening is applied there are 

“Isis as Antidote:  Two Women in One”. The heroin of two, Bahiah 

Shaheen, is a model for what other women can become of them 

allow their natural attributes to surface. A medical student whose 

creative impulses connect her to goddesses, Bahiah struggles 

against her parents’ plans for her future as she questions her 

society’s ideas about women. The arranged marriage, she is forced 

into is the antithesis of the relationship she freely enters with a 

fellow medical student. Her encounters with and nationalism is part 
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of an educational process other women have not undergone. Thus 

Bahiah, who embodies the strength and activity of a woman trying 

to reach her potential, is set in stark contrast to other modern 

women who submit to the strictures of patriarchy. 

b. Against  Male Domination 

God created us with all calculation. God turned and made a 

living with an existing human beings, animals and plants. All live 

with their respective ecosystems. There is one thing that must be 

contemplated and we knocked on all these positions. We become 

human so be as human beings. But in a consensus and practice in 

life was still a lot of inequality. The role is something not being 

done as it should be. Plants damaged by greed. People become 

vicious in the sense of life. Animal and human nature and attitudes 

cannot be distinguished because of greed and avarice. Men and 

women experience life with limits and rules tradition. A healthy 

culture is a culture where men and women go hand in hand with 

each other. 

Living is a patriarchal society Nawal El Saadawi out her 

status as a female living in such society. In her autobiography, she 

indicates that she is the second child born in the family and 

although the first child was a boy, Tala’at, she was preferred over 

him in many stages of her life despite the fact that he was a male. 

The reasons why she was preferred over him was due to the fact 

that she was always much better than him in school and she was 

braver, studios and much more assertive. Nawal El Saadawi 

illustrates how she and her brother were friends sharing many 

games without being discriminated against. She also explains how 

her father used to take both of them to enjoy.  “I was happy 

listening to my father reading poetry or telling us about different 
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things, but I was happiest when he took us children to the cinema, 

or the theatre or the circus” (ADOI, 1999: p. 129). 

 

Nawal El Saadawi contends that the patriarchal 

construction of feminist is at the root of women’s oppression in the 

Arab Islamic culture because it brought the colonialization of 

women’s bodies and its use as a space for patriarchal oppression 

and exploitation. This was her argument as a feminist leader 

known primarily for being enthusiastic all through her struggle as 

an activist the Arab women’s movement body. 

“In my early youth writing, rather than reveal the 

things that people do not speak about, concealed them, served 

as an additional mask with which to hide the private shameful 

parts. Everything in a woman’s life was seen as shameful, even 

her face. She often hid it behind a piece of material, or the edge 

of her shawl, or behind the shutters of her window. Literary 

criticism in our country is under the control of a small group of 

men and a few women who think and write like them, who say 

there is no such thing as an issue related to women’s rights. For 

them the only important issues are related to the nation or to 

people in general, irrespective of sex. They call this 

humanizing the issues. They conceal the gender oppression of 

women behind  brave words about human rights or the human 

being, distinguish between the liberation of our country and the 

liberation of women who are half of society, apply the norms 

and values created by the class patriarchal system and their 

signifiers in both spoken and written language (ADOI, 1999: 

p.24 ). 

 

However, the patriarchal society influence on her family is 

detectable and the patriarchal touch in the family as part of the 

Arab Muslim society as a whole was obvious when Nawal El 

Saaadawi confirms that the preference of males over females 

cannot be hidden. She asserts that her brother Tala’at was the 

dream of her parents, but they were frustrated because of this 

continuous failure in school and this is why their hope transformed 

to her as a daughter:  

“My brother Tala’at had been their big dream, but his 

failure in school, time after time, had filled them with 

frustration. Now their frustration had been transformed into a 
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new hope placed in their daughter. By a twist of fortune, I was 

that daughter. I had to have a brother who was a failure to 

become an object of interest (ADOI, 1999: p. 252). 

 

Her apparent rejection of principles and practices of the 

patriarchal society, she lives in was noticeable when aunt Rokaya 

and Sittil Hajja pray to God that he turns her to a boy wishing “ if 

only she had been born a boy!”. Nawal El Saadawi was afraid that 

God “might have really been able to transform me from a female 

into a male”(ADOI, 1999: p. 43). 

In patriarchal society a husband is the master at home, only 

gives orders, and expects only obedience from his wife. Nawal El 

Saadawi’s father was portrayed by her as a positive father who 

plays with his children, and a constructive husband. Although he 

has a job as an inspector in the Ministry of Education and he is the 

only who provided for his family, he helps his wife with the 

children and the kitchen. 

“My father could easily sense the state I was in. 

Maybe he was trying to have some fun teasing me. He would 

stop on the way and exclaim suddenly: ‘That’s bad. We’ve left 

your mother all alone in the kitchen. What do you think we 

should do, Nawal?’ Or he would slow down to greet one of his 

friends on the street, or stop to buy a box of cigarettes, and 

start chatting with the owner of the store about the Second 

World War (ADOI, 1999: p. 132). 

 

Nawal’s Father, a positive figure in a patriarchal society, is 

a modal father in her eyes. He always stood there for her and 

encouraged her when she chose medicine as a field of study, when 

he did not force her to get an arranged marriage at early age, when 

she writes things that did not please her teachers because of what 

these writing contain, and when she expelled from school after 

participating in a nationalist demonstration. 
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c. Against Child Marriage 

Marriage is something that should be done with caution. 

Material and mental preparation should also be prepared. In 

particular some cultures, people are easily marrying other people 

regardless of age at the child’s age.  Unexceptional they marry their 

daughters who have recently become teens. 

 In 1923 the government issued a decree setting the 

marriage ages at sixteen for girls and eighteen for boys, but the 

law was not strictly enforced and voting, divorce, and 

marriage laws still remained firmly in male control (Keddie, 

2007, p. 39) 

This became something that could be the fear of a man and 

women to make them creative and thrive in their opportunities. The 

female condition as this will make them not think education they 

should take but these conditions will make them have to get 

married and have children. Finally their change of an education is 

to the limit of sixteen years. So, that this condition will break 

creations, ideas and their passions for the future, their teens are 

faced with a married, working kitchen and take of their children 

who should not care. I think if the womb the child to the age of 

sixteen is strong enough for them to get pregnant and taking care of 

the household. 
“Marriage’ was a mysterious word 

surrounded by secrets. Whenever it rang out in the 

air, my aunt Ni’mat’s face went pale, and the lips of 

Aunt Fahima curled in scorn. Over my mother’s face 

floated a misty sadness. Grandmother Amna would 

cease her muttering, the prayer beads circling 

between her fingers would come to a sudden stop, 

and her eyes became fixed, their colour changing to 

that of muddy stagnant water. They went so dark that 

not a gleam of light looked out of them. I could hear 

her whisper, ‘Praise be to Him for He alone is to be 

praised for any harm which might befall us” (ADOI, 

1999, pp. 45-46). 

 

As women should be freedom in choosing partner, 

freedom in having the number of children and freedom in taking 

care of the household. Women have been in fear with a double 

burden. Women have been in fear with traditions that consider that 

women needed to be in order by men, should be according to men. 

If they denied male and female should be ready for a given force. 
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2. Promoting Education  

The second influence of the myth in the memoir is Promoting 

Education for women. Education is very important for the progress of the 

nation. With one of the main education and development of a nation can 

be measured. Education is one of the intelligence processes. The nation 

must be smart, diligent, dignified and moral. All it can take up to with 

education, information and access to participation. Education is that will 

encourage countries to become developed. The smarter people are the 

better manners. Education also will lead the nation better, more cultured, 

more refined. 

a. Promoting Family Education 

Each boy and girls have the freedom in education and 

knowledge. Their chance to get an education is not measured by 

their status as male and female. Education should be enjoyed by 

anyone regardless of status. This is necessary because girls are 

human beings like boys are, they are citizens of the country and 

god has also endowed them with brains just like boys and in some 

cases even better. 

Nawal El Saadawi opens her autobiography A Daughter of 

Isis by talking about her mother who taught her to read and to 

write.  

“It was my mother who taught me how to read and write. The 

first word I wrote was my name, Nawal. I loved the way it looked. It 

meant a ‘gift’. My name became a part of me. Then I learnt my 

mother’s name, Zaynab. I wrote it down next to mine. Her name and 

mine became inseparable. I loved the way they looked, side by side, 

and what they meant. Every day she taught me to write new words. I 

loved my mother more than my father. But he removed my mother’s 

name from next to mine, and wrote down his instead. I kept asking 

myself why he had done that. When I asked him, he said, ‘It is God’s 

will.’ That was the first time I heard the word God. I learnt he lived in 

the heavens. I could not love anyone who removed my mother’s name 

from next to mine, who abolished her as though she did not exist” 

(ADOI, 1999:p. 1) 

 

Nawal El Saadawi details how her mother taught her the 

alphabet and she even describes how her mother used to press her 
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hand on hers to make her writes the four Arabic letter of her name. 

Her mother was the first to demonstrate the value of writing and 

reading for her.  Nawal El Saadawi mentions the role of her 

mother, Zaynab Shoukri, not only in teaching her to swrite and 

read, but also in her struggle to stop Nawal El Saadawi’s marriage 

at the age of ten. Although   Nawal El Saadawi’s mother herself 

not formally educated after the age of ten, she insisted that her 

daughter, Nawal El Saadawi, continues her education and become 

a medical doctor ignoring the father‘s advice of taking Nawal out 

of school to help her mother in the kitchen. 

“I hated the kitchen. In the kitchen my mother used to 

make me stand in front of the stove. There she would teach me 

how to cook, how to cut onions into rings with a sharp knife. 

The strong smell of onions burnt in my nose and brought tears 

to my eyes. Neither my brother nor my father entered the 

kitchen, or peeled onions or washed plates. The kitchen was 

the place where I knew the humiliation of being female” 

(ADOI, 1999: p. 52). 

 

Nawal El Saadawi‘s father was an educated man and he 

believed in educating all his nine children, but under financial 

pressure he would sacrifice the girls’ education for the sake of the 

three boys. The mother did not want for her daughter the same fate 

she had when she was taken from school at ten and got married.  

“One day he said to my mother: ‘Zaynab, the work 

you are doing at home has become too much for you. Why not 

take Nawal out of school so that she can give you a helping 

hand The answer came right back without a moment’s 

hesitation: ‘My daughter will never be made to stay at home. I 

don’t need help’, pronounced in a ringing voice which still 

echoes in my ears” (ADOI, 1999, p. 03) 

 

Nawal El Saadawi mother, a woman who lived in the 1940s 

within Arab Muslim conservative occupied society, is a positive 

female figure whose feminist consciousness instead on her 

daughters’ education. Not surprisingly then, Nawal El Saadawi 

depicts her mother as:    
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“My mother would be at her best, once more a 

shining star, the real mother that I knew, her head held high, a 

woman full of pride, a goddess like Isis, a halo of light around 

her head, like a full moon, a silvery crown that the ancient 

Egyptian goddess wore above her brow. When I watched her 

move it taught me to be proud, to dream of better things, of a 

place for myself in this vast world” (ADOI, 1999, p. 05)  

 

b. Promoting Education for Women  

Living in modern eras and advances in technology are 

growing rapidly as it is today, make us women need to have a 

higher education. Many reasons that make many women continue 

higher education whether he was young, had a family, even gave 

elderly still keep the spirit to continue their higher education. There 

is no point because she finally took care of the kitchen and the 

children, so it is useless to go to school again this is a wrong 

perception. 

The importance of Education for women will be able to 

participate in female education. Educated women, will become 

women who produce.  Women’s education needs to be installed so 

that women are able to learn. And the most important thing is the 

knowledge, information and education that should be owned by a 

woman. Science later wills the women brought in preparation after 

a married woman. With the knowledge of women will be able to 

the primary educator in educating children. 

Why women need to have a high level of education, 

although, still a family, women have a higher education is not 

popular among the society. At the time of the emancipation of 

women is the quality of women and men almost equally, not only 

men are required to have higher education because the man is the 

head of the family, but women are also entitled to higher education 

that would later become a mother for the children. 

By learning, women can apply what they learned and to do 

so in family life, and give sense to their children in the spirit of 
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learning to develop their knowledge. By studying a woman will 

gain insight in life, both in the family in an effort to raise her 

children. And then, women can achieve the ideals envisioned in the 

current era for women’s emancipation and women’s rights are 

recognized. Therefore, women may have a higher education and 

make women give birth to young who are more accomplished. So 

let as women let us work to build up the young generation and can 

boast of women in world. 

In this memoir, Nawal also schools, Nawal El Saadawi 

prove that women can go to school with her ability to think with 

status as women are not weak can be proved by Nawal El Saadawi 

up her college school as a doctor. 

“I had by then studied medicine, but I also read a lot 

in other areas. My mind was rid of superstitions, but 

nevertheless Sittil Hajja’s spirit seemed different from other 

spirits, seemed to have a will of its own which made it capable 

of appearing whenever it wanted, as though it were made of a 

special spiritual substance, out of which only gods are made. 

Perhaps her grandmother, the woman from Gaza, had 

bequeathed to her the spirit she had inherited from Ashtar, her 

nature, her fertility, or from Noon, the goddess of the universe, 

born before all masculine gods” (ADOI, 1999, hal. 291). 

 

c. Protesting  Skill Women 

Skill is a long drive from the professional life of a woman. 

Skills already a woman should be fully developed towards nature. 

The skill lies in all the activities in life that make women feel more 

dazzling self.  An important role is for the progress of this nation. 

Therefore, a woman is remains optimistic and provides benefits to 

families and the wider community. So far a lot of examples woman 

is able to provide many benefits, starting in politics, government, 

economic and socio-cultural. 

Already become a natural thing if a woman should be 

required to be good at organizing everything, including the clever 

set the time, financial, social relation, to domestic affairs in the 
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future. Person is the principle and purpose of life. If the purpose of 

living not accompanied by the ability to manage, then everything 

that had been planned to be messy and disorganized. Something is 

great, if a woman capable of a career is as well as a figure of a 

good housewife. Women’s full responsibility to know that very that 

he passed would be a valuable thing, so he knows a job or task to 

be completed. Thus, the size of the managerial ability of a woman 

can be seen how well he arranges inn reaching every affair of his 

life. 

“At the crossing between Fagalla Road and Al‑Daher 

Street there was a big building. On it was inscribed School of 

Sewing Skills for Girls. I noticed a girl, about my age, carrying 

her bag and walking down the street alone. She hit the tarmac 

with the heels of her leather shoes, self-confident, unafraid. I 

felt ashamed of myself. Was this girl more courageous than 

me? I felt ashamed, too, of my old torn shoes covered with 

dust from the streets of Menouf, for the streets of Menouf were 

not made of tarmac. I bent down, wiped off the dust, pulled 

my shoulders up and strode over the tarmac with a firm, steady 

step” (ADOI, 1999, p. 190). 

 

3. Protesting Against Women Subordination 

 The third influence of the myth in the memoir is Protesting Against 

Women Subordination. In order to understand Arab Muslim women’s 

status in the Arab Muslim world, it is crucial to study and understand the 

Arab Muslim society in terms of geography, history of occupation, culture, 

and religion. These specific terms have influenced Arab Women’s status 

all over the past years until now. The specific of the Arab Muslim world 

lie not only on its geographical space and historical background, but also 

to the sever influence of religion and culture on people irrespective of their 

class, age and education. 

 Nawal El Saadawi is Egypt best-known, who has become famous 

at home and overseas for challenging taboos around, among others, 

women’s sexuality, female circumcision, and the wearing of the veil. She 

is a prolific writer, having written over forty books, and has had her works 

translated into thirty languages. She graduated in medicine in the mid-
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1950s and worked as a psychiatrist, later becoming the Director of Public 

Health before being dismissed from her post because of her political 

activities. She spent a brief spell in prison in 1985, when she was among a 

large number of people arrested for reviews their opposition to President 

Anwar Sadat, and who were released after his assassination.  There are 

many protests against women about: 

a. Protesting Against Government Policy on Women 

Nawal El Saadawi among the positions of Islamic feminist 

and this looks surprising to most people because Nawal El Saadawi 

is well known for her criticism of Islam and religions in general. 

Nawal El Saadawi for example shows how local cultures and 

religions have been used to serve people’s own economic and 

intellectual interests and she is right to say that. The way she uses 

religion in A Daughter of Isis clearly points out the fact that 

leaders, extremists, and politicians interpret religion according to 

their needs and interests. Nawal El Saadawi has her own reading of 

Islamic religion discourse and the hegemony of religion 

interpretation within the Arab Islamic context. 

 

Nawal El Saadawi is working, published during the 1970s 

and afterwards, deals with the anti-colonial struggle during Nasser 

and Sadat’s regime. Her works show her involvement in student 

demonstration regarding colonialism and governmental policy 

making in foreign affairs. Her writing also demonstrates the 

transition between Nasser and Sadat’s political decision. Her 

position contributes to secular national identities. Nawal El 

Saadawi’s emphasis on Egyptian female masculinity is an anti-

colonialist gesture and it challenges male-led nationalism in her 

works. Also, her realist and experimental novels react to the 

horizontal empty time, achieved by emphasizing heterosexuality in 

Egyptian realist novels. In promoting Egyptian female masculinity, 
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El Saadawi is a a nationalist-feminism, and she radicalizes it by 

questioning the Egyptian male leadership’s. She achieves anti 

governmental critique by re-writing heterosexual relationship. 

 

Nawal El Saadawi is a controversial and provocative figure, 

who has been a dependable and powerful protagonist of women’s 

rights. Frequent burning in her rhetoric, in her writing, at the 

podium and orator, and interviews she attracts criticism from 

academics and the media in Egypt who accuse her of being 

egocentric and attention seeking. In 1981, she was imprisoned 

under the Sadat Regime. Even the bars of the prisons could not 

deter her from activism. Nawal El Saadawi formed the Arab 

Women’s Solidarity Association (AWSA) the first legal, 

independent feminist organization in Egypt.  

Nawal EL Saadawi deploys Firdaus in Women at Point 

Zero to voice her protests against Sadat’s government policies. 

Nawal El Saadawi has written a book. The book tells  the story of a 

poor girls who has become a prostitute and throughout her life had 

been married to an old man and had rough nature Firdaus until 

finally choose with one of the king’s son at the time and finally 

paradise admit that he killed a pimp in the presence of child sexual 

opponent had kings. The boy king had reported Firdaus in prison 

with security will be freed from prison if it never reveals that he 

play had intercourse was at the king’s son Arab. But, Firdaus opted 

for in the law to die than to have to take refuge in the armpit ruler. 

Sadat’s relationship with the Islamists is ambivalent. The 

reform of the personal status law by Sadat is meant to undercut 

Islamist power which contributes to the enhancement of the secular 

gender relationship and an elevation of Egypt’s international 

image. 
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b. Protesting Against  Women Domestication 

The government Nasser and Sadat their black list promote 

women’s issues. Instead, he espouses fundamentalism in their call 

for women to return home. Sadat also embraces that women’s 

issues are controlled by the state. The contradiction of economic is 

freedom and domestic dependence in the 1970s. Therefore, there is 

the outcry from Nawal El Saadwawi under the Sadat regime. In the 

public sector, women like suffer, women are being discouraged 

from working, because of unemployment, because of the veil. 

Relating activities with womanhood is always omitted. The 

interest in the point labeled on the status of women and even 

religion. This is not fair for a woman. So, many women who 

remain silent do not get a change to be creative. They ran out of 

time and were not able to learn their skills. They busy with 

government policy that sees them useless until they have at home. 

The government is not fair to give labeling with the use of the hijab 

women do not work. 

c. Protesting Against  Veil Classification 

In the year 1920, Anwar Sadat issued a hijab usage policy. 

The hijab uses with no kind of hijab. Also, there are varietions of 

veils, such as tarsha, bisha, and burqu. They indicate shifts of 

marking class. For instance, in the 1920s, bisha, worn over the 

whole face, was class neutral in the 1920s. But in the 1920s, it 

could be found only in black and white art photographs. 

 Sadat’s peace treaty with Israel made veiled a political act. 

In the 1960s, miniskirts mean liberation, whilst in the 1990s, black 

long and loose garment, hijab, was adopted to show that women are 

not sexual objects. Also, the full niqab worn in the 1990s 

represented anti-government political protests. Manipulations of 

the veil for women’s interest and national identities are 

heterogeneous.  
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In that era, Arab women smart enough to protest, protest 

different kinds of them the meaning of hard work. I often 

questioned why women are only seen by the looks of the face, the 

clothes are wearing or the ideal body shape. They were able to 

manipulate the shape of the views of others that they can change as 

a form of female identity. 

d. Protesting Against the Government Blame on Women for the 

Low Economic Value 

Anwar Sadat succeeded Gammal Abdul Nasser after his 

death in 1971. Sadat’s reversal of Nasser’s socialism, anti –Israel 

policy and compromises on the superpowers, he is well-accepted 

by the west. It also resulted in capitalism and co-ordination with the 

International Monetary Fund and the World Bank. Labor migration 

to the Gulf countries caused problem in family structure: women 

had to share the husband’s responsibilities and working-class 

women’s migration affected them negatively. 

More unfavorably, the Open Door policy increased the gap 

between the rich and the poor, also it brought about high inflation 

and the inadequacy of basic goods and housing. In 1977, the 

rampant consumerism and the increasing poverty in urban areas led 

to demonstrations by students and workers alike. Members of 

radical Islamic groups protested against consumerism and Western 

culture. 

e. Protest Against Female Genital Mutilation 

Female Genital Mutilation articulates Egyptian women’s 

protests. Female Genital Mutilation has to be defined in the 

unequal process of Orientalism. The orientalist image of the 

oppressed Muslim woman is predominant with a hegemonic view 

of the west that economic domination is left not dealt with 

concerning sexual and class-based exploitation. 
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I can’t imagine that FGM including the types of violence 

against women. The immediate consequences of FGM include 

severe pain band bleeding, shock, difficulty in passing urine, 

infection and sometimes death. Almost all women, undergone 

FGM experiences pain and bleeding as a consequence of the 

procedure. Risks and complications increases with the type of 

FGM and more severe and common. 

 

f. Protesting Against  Fundamentalism Interpretation 

Under the Sadat’s rule, although he used fundamentalist 

revival to balance the leftists, fundamentalist protests on 

governmental management of inflation, housing, education and 

transportation became too strong for him to tolerate. In the 1970s 

and 1980s, facing many problems in Egypt, Islamic 

fundamentalists intended to take their own stand on Islam in their 

lives. The Islamic fundamentalists include various groups of 

people, veteran of the Muslim Brotherhood released from Nasser’s 

prison, university students, lower and lower-middle artisans and 

wholesaler’s influenced by modernization of Islam. 

“Fundamentalism is not to separate from the 

issue on Israel and the superpower, that is, the 

United States. As Steve Bruce suggests, An 

understanding of fundamentalism is not to divorce 

from its social, political and economic contexts in 

the relationships of Egypt, Israel and the United 

States after the Egyptian July Revolution” (Bruce, 

2008, p. 3).  

Lower than the regulatory Sadat’s. Although he used to 

balance fundamentalist revitalization, fundamentalist protest at the 

government control of inflation, housing, education and 

transportation changes becomes too strong and solid for him to 

relate. Islamic fundamentalists refer to a group of people who 

consider Islam as complete and without error, but not in terms of 

traditionalism but innovation. 
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In the context of post-colonial Egypt, the concept of 

tradition in the conservative camp is produced to keep women in an 

inferior. The marriage between feminism and nationalism in Egypt 

means that nationalist-feminists walk a fine line between the 

tension of working hand in hand with nationalism and continuing 

the inferior gender position.  

New model reduces the aspect of sexuality as women’s 

rights in Islam. An Egyptian woman’s in Islam. Egyptian women  

were textual activities suggest the unthinking element in the mere 

promotion of women’s rights in the 1920s. The Islamic 

womanhood is essential in the development of women’s liberation 

plan strategies.  

Ideas about women’s right and gender equality allow 

Egyptian women to have the freedom working externally, but they 

can do so when they continue to be the caretaker of the family. 

They have the rights to gender equality insofar as they keep 

households, act as the soul mates of their husbands and educate 

their sons. 

Egyptian women, to one side from societal critique and 

criticism, the concern of women’s bodies introduces silenced 

speeches in the marginal of history. Nawal El Saadawi’s works 

published book during the 1970s and after that, deal with the anti-

colonial struggle and right during Gammal Abdul Nasser and 

Anwar Sadat’s regime. Her works show her participation and 

contribution in student demonstrations concerning colonialism, 

contribution and governmental policy making in foreign concerns. 

Her writing also demonstrates the evolution between Nasser and 

Sadat’s political decisions and resolutions. Her position and site 

contributes to secular national identities. Nawal El Saadawi’s 

importance on Egyptian female masculinity is an anti-colonialist 

gesture and it challenges male-led nationalism in her works.  
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4. Empowering Women 

 The fourth influence of the myth in the memoir is Empowering 

women. Women’s empowerments are key issues in the struggle of 

Egyptian Women’s Organization. Nawal El Saadawi founded an Arab 

feminist organization entitled the Arab Women Solidarity Association 

(AWSA) in 1982 which was panned in 1922 and Nawal El Saadawi put 

into exile after political pressure and Islamist death threats. Nawal El 

Saadawi is famous as being strong in her struggle as a women’s rights 

activism. The objective of AWSA is to liberate all Arab people, especially 

women by freeing Arab land, economy, culture and knowledge. There is 

Empowering reflected by Nawal El Saadawi. There are many Empowering 

Women: 

a. International Forum Women Organization 

Women must development in all fields, in term of political, 

social, economic, health and education. From this aspect when 

women have a capacity. Knowledge and developments on this 

aspect then there is no more oppression. But the present reality 

conditions force women to run in the region. World have labeled 

women could only cook, childbirth and primp. 

This opportunity proved by Nawal El Saadawi. Nawal El 

Saadawi has been imprisoned in and exiled from Egypt, and put 

herself forward as a candidate for presidential election there in 

2004. Her work has been internationally acclaimed, and she has 

been awarded numerous honorary doctorates and prizes. 

Nawal El Saadawi has proven that as the status of women is 

not an argument. We as women must boldly forward in the 

international world. This opportunity may only be done by a 

woman who wants to move forward, would be more difficult to 

learn and be able to participate with men. With large International 

forum is women to be able to voice vote. When we were able to be 

coupled with a male in the international scene as a woman means 
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we should be able to realize their rights as a woman. By protecting 

women live with a sense of security, married and changing mores. 

After becoming an educated woman, Nawal EL Saadawi 

does not only struggle for women’s rights through writing, but also 

she practices, cultural and organization activities, conduct many 

field research on Egyptian women, and participated in many 

conferences locally, regionally, and internationally. However, her 

work on the three taboos seeing the Arab Muslim world which are 

sex, politics, and religion found many enemies and critics to her as 

a person to her work. Her critics find in her work that she writes 

out of the Arabic culture and religious context. 

In 1923, Shahrawi, Nabrawi and Mousa are three Egyptian 

women participated in an international women’s conference in 

Rome, Italy. When they returned back they took off their veils in 

the Cairo train station showing their resistance against women’s 

constrain and symbolizing liberation. Shahrawi is considered the 

mother of Arab women’s liberation movement. She is the one who 

leads the first women’s liberation organizations. Shahrawi’s 

women’s organization called for women’s equality with men, the 

right of education, and the right to vote, reforming laws that 

regulate marriage, divorce, alimony, and child custody. 

b. Encouraging female physicians 

Be a woman doctor is in the empowerment strategy, for it 

will be undertaken by Nawal El Saadawi. Nawal El Saadawi was 

born in 1931 in a small village outside Cairo. In defiance of 

cultural precepts which tended to exclude women from education, 

she was sent to school and later trained as a doctor. Nawal El 

Saadawi was a visiting scholar at Duke University in Durham, 

North Carolina, in the mid-1990s. She tells a riveting story, taking 

us through her childhood, early adulthood, medical school and her 

first years working as a doctor. 
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Egypt is highly vulnerable to the activities of women. All 

women should stay in their own homes. For women of Egypt, out 

of the house is a bold dare to oppose religion and their husbands. 

Suggestion for a woman is women had to stay at home and out of 

the house with a mahram. Moreover this profession has Nawal El 

Saadaawi prove as a woman, being a female doctor is the desire 

Nawal El Saadawi. At school during Nawal El Saadawi wanted to 

be a female doctor too few women. Doctors only found by many 

man. 

Nawal El Saadawi pursued her high education as a medical 

doctor at the time where Arab and Egyptian women, in general, and 

rural women, in particular, were suffering under corrupted 

traditional values and oppressive treatment which is resulted from 

social, political, and economic pressure 

c. Participating in a Nationalists Demonstration 

Recalling Arab Muslim Women from history and showing 

the role the played in empowering their countries and the Arab 

Muslim Civilization is clear in Nawal El Saadawi. She does not 

only portray herself advancing the crowds, holding a banner in her 

hand while participating in a nationalist demonstration in Egypt. 

Elaborating the role of Egyptian women in the Egyptian nationalist 

demonstrations takes two dimensions in Nawal El Saadawi’s. First, 

Nawal El Saadawi shows that participating in the demonstration 

and politics is not a woman’s business. Second, she showed young 

women participating in the demonstrations and being part of 

political parties early in the 1940s and 1950s in Egypt. 

There are rulers in certain Arab countries who continue to 

use religion against the interests of their peoples. The Sadat regime 

in Egypt did everything in its power to help in the revival and 

strengthening of conservative Islamic movements since 1970, in 

order that they might be used against progressive and socialist 
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tendencies within the country. The government not only abstained 

from interfering in any way with their activities, but also helped 

them by opening up channels for financial and political support. 

Women were encouraged to wear the veil, and female students 

wearing modernized forms of Islamic dress were a familiar sight in 

the streets of Egyptian cities and on the university campus. Long 

articles extolling the virtues of motherhood and the dangers of 

female participation in paid employment appeared in the 

newspapers, and special radio programmers talked incessantly 

about woman’s role in the home. 

d. Efforts to improve the Quality of Women Skill 

The quality of women should be increased. With increase 

quality which means that women are able to proceed and develop 

her potential. So, that the potential is in the world should to 

improve. With the potential in the women should have developed 

in various sectors. There is education, health, economic, social and 

politics.  

In 1970s era, Nawal El Saadawi is inaugurating Egyptian 

Women Writers Association in Cairo. In improving quality, one 

way to improve quality is to write. For Nawal El Saadawi is 

working writing is a job for life.  Writing is the way in which the 

rebellion, war, resistance physically and demonstrations are no 

longer heard by the authorities. Nawal El Saadawi smart in making 

tricks and aspiration. After the all aspirations ignored by the 

authorities as a commoner and a female Nawal El Saadawi voice 

opinions and aspirations to write. Wrote in the magazine and wrote 

the book as a form of resistance against authority.  

Writing is fluid between the personal and political and it 

becomes a vehicle for negotiating the national and female selves. 

Therefore, writing corporeality constitutes strategies for creating 

narrative time and space in Egypt as a nation. Writing techniques 
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and strategies throughout the history of modern Egyptian have 

contributed to and conflicted with the collective struggle for the 

birth and re-generation of the nation. Egyptian women’s liberation 

through the re-creation of the Egyptian imagined communities and 

the strategies that empower and dispute nationalist discourse. 

 

E. Disscusion 

The previous analysis shows that A Daughter of Isis represents 

Nawal El Saadawi was cares and concerns regarding the condition of 

Egypt at this time.  Nawal El Saadawi cares about in the Egyptian society. 

Caring is coming into being passed through critic and activism. There is 

cares and concerns reflected from the close relationship of social reality 

that includes the life of the author and society follows, firstly in the context 

of the author contained in the author’s response to reality. Second, the 

author is influenced by the social reality in society. Thirdly, a memoir 

reflected in the condition and situation in the Era of Anwar Sadat.  

The firstly, women were the most in need of attention. Many 

women find that they are part of the victim. Nawal EL Saadawi has a 

concern in the people of Egypt. The concern is seen through criticism and 

activities. Nawal El Saadawi using thinking designed local culture. Nawal 

El Saadawi wants to demonstrate to the public a figure Egyptian goddess 

Isis figure as a form of consciousness movement in Egyptian society. 

Myths about Goddess of Isis used to represent a conscious effort to 

Egyptian society because of the conditions at the time women experience 

inequality.  In the past, women were most in need of attention. Since, the 

Goddess of Isis had a close relationship at the time to criticize and conduct 

their political activities. At the time, Egyptian society was experiencing a 

confrontation and amnesia. Goddess of Isis is a mirror, the Egyptian 

society. The goddess of Isis is a social reality Egyptian recorded and 

documented in a social document.  
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Secondly, Nawal El Saadawi makes the Goddess of Isis at a figure, 

a figure which Isis able to communicate with the Egyptian people as a 

form of social-cultural and universal reflection on the transformation of the 

resistance movement of consciousness. Egyptian cultural backgrounds 

framing Nawal El Saadawi thought and activity in the struggle and defend 

the activities and the rights of women. Nawal El Saadawi beliefs are 

purely of indigenous. Nawal El Saadawi is very beautiful in presenting the 

text by touching a social element in the culture of the people of Egypt. The 

people of Egypt are in the wake by Nawal El Saadawi through writing and 

struggles. Nawal El Saadawi is writing of the condition of natural facts and 

Egyptian society.  This study shows that A Daughter of Isis is Nawal El 

Saadawi writing results in which the writing carries a profound message as 

the embodiment arouse awareness among the people of Egypt in particular 

Girls Egyptian, Egyptian mothers. 

Thirdly, A Daughter of Isis is a symbol and a mirror in the condition of society in 

the Era. Nawal El Saadawi lived in an age of three transitional presidents. Gamal 

Abdul Nasser (1958-1970) is the second president in Arab. In 1951, Nawal El 

Saadawi started to study psychiatry at the Medical School and in 1955 and after 

graduate. She worked as psychiatry and this job up-to-date her writing a great 

deal. She was the first Arab-Muslim feminist to care with women’s issues. 

Mohammed Anwar Al Sadat (1970-1981) is the third president, this book in 1972 

Women and Sex publishes in Arabic, the Egyptian government fired her from her 

post. This book is very viral in Arab society. In 1981, Nawal El Saadawi was 

imprisoned under the Sadat regime, because long viewed as controversial and 

dangerous by the Egyptian government; she helped publish a feminist magazine in 

1981 confrontation, for alleged crimes against the State. And  then, the fourth 

President is Hosni Mubarak (1981-2011). In 1991 during Mubarak’s reign, Arab 

Women’s Solidarity Association was barred. This indicates how these subjective 

labels; tags devoted to El Saadawi’s gender politics. 


